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Abstract
The multifocal m-sequence technique is a versatile set of tools for visual electrophysiology designed to provide access to the
complex dynamic interplay of converging signals in the central nervous system. Here, a number of uses for the technique are
demonstrated, with examples from human electroretinography. A simple relationship between the binary kernels extracted from
a single experiment permits us to distinguish local from lateral interactions in the retina. Transformation of the series of binary
kernels into response sequences provides new insight into unexpected fast dynamic properties of retinal responses and facilitates
future modeling of the signals as well as identification of the signal sources. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The visual system lends itself well to the investigation
of parallel processing in the central nervous system.
Through the optics of the eye, we have precise access to
the two dimensional receptor arrays of the retina, serv-
ing as parallel inputs. In principle, signals originating
from arrays of retinal receptors can be pursued along
the visual pathways and their interactions in the forma-
tion of responses in various cortical representations can
be studied. In recent years, these processes have been
intensely investigated with functional imaging tech-
niques, such as FMRI, PET, etc. These new tools have
demonstrated in man an intricate specialization of cor-
tical areas that previously had only been accessible by
means of invasive techniques in animal studies. How-
ever, due to their poor temporal resolution, these tech-
niques are unable to resolve the complex dynamics that
ultimately lead to spatial integration and object recog-
nition. Techniques of electrophysiology (ERG, VECP
and MEG) on the other hand, can resolve signals with
a resolution of 1 ms. In the past, these techniques
have been almost exclusively applied using single input
stimulation in combination with tools of linear systems
analysis. Only relatively rarely were spatially separated
stimuli used in combination with methods that permit-
ted the study of interactions between them. Convenient
and efficient methods for the study of multiple inputs
and their interactions were not available. These techni-
cal limitations are in stark contrast to the urgent need
to access nonlinear mechanisms that begin with various
gain controls of retinal adaptation and ultimately lead
to spatial vision.
The multifocal nonlinear analysis technique was de-
veloped to overcome some of these limitations. It can
provide access to the complex spatio-temporal receptive
fields associated with various types of signal sources
from single neurons to gross retinal or cortical dipole
layers. The basic theory behind the multifocal m-se-
quence technique has been previously presented (Sutter,
1987, 1992) and versatile software and hardware tools
for many applications have been commercially available
in the VERIS™ (Electrodiagnostic Imaging Inc., San
Mateo, San Francisco, CA) for some time. For many
users of the technique, the representation of the results
in the form of binary kernels has been intimidating, an
obstacle to progress and the source of numerous misun-
derstandings. This paper is meant to answer many of
the questions encountered during the past years and,
thus, to make the method more accessible. A number of
possible applications of the multifocal technique are
demonstrated using examples from electroretinography.
It is shown how creative application of nonlinear analy-
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sis tools can help in our attempts to unravel some of
the complex nonlinear response properties of the retina.
Special attention is focused on the discrimination of
local and lateral effects in the response. While all the
data presented here relate to retinal function, the same
methods can readily be adapted to other visual re-
sponses, such as the VECP or the MEG. Particularly
promising is the combination of anatomical and func-
tional imaging techniques (MRI and FMRI) and the
multifocal analysis of cortical responses. FMRI tech-
niques can accurately localize signal sources on the
convoluted cortical representations of the visual field.
They, thus, provide constraints for the localization of
VECP and MEG signal sources derived with multifocal
stimulation. While MRI and FMRI permit accurate
spatial localization of the sources, the multifocal tech-
nique gives us access to the neural response topography
with high temporal resolution.
Some of the materials presented here have previously
been presented elsewhere (Sutter, 2000), but are in-
cluded here to render the presentation sufficiently self-
contained to make it coherent.
2. Background
The binary m-sequence technique is a special version
of a white noise technique. It offers analytical and
computational advantages that become particularly im-
portant in applications to systems with a large number
of inputs. The technique and its mathematical under-
pinnings have previously been described (Sutter, 1987,
1991, 1992). It has been implemented in the commer-
cially available VERIS™ system (Electro-Diagnostic
Imaging Inc.) and is now used in many laboratories.
However, frequent questions regarding interpretation of
the binary kernels resulting from the analysis, reflect
misunderstandings that can lead to misinterpretation of
data. This section aims at clarifying some important
points, which are relevant in the subsequent
applications.
Frequently, the m-sequence technique has been con-
sidered simply as a binary version of the Lee and
Schetzen (1965) cross-correlation technique, whereby
binary m-sequences are used to emulate a random
process. This view does not do justice to the consider-
able advantages the m-sequence technique offers, par-
ticularly in the case of multi-input analysis of highly
nonlinear systems. The analysis presented here is meant
to exhibit the similarities as well as the differences
between the stochastic view of the white noise approach
and the deterministic view of the m-sequence technique.
Whenever possible, the use of formalism is avoided and
graphic aids are used for clarification.
The conventional white noise systems analysis tech-
nique was originally introduced by Wiener (1958) and
later made practical by the well-known cross-correla-
tion technique (Lee & Schetzen, 1965). Accordingly, the
cross-correlation of the response to random stimulation
with auto-products of the stimulation sequence leads to
a series of kernels. They are the functional analog of
the expansion coefficients in a Taylor series. In terms of
the discretely sampled stimulus and response signals,
the resulting expressions for the kernels are given by
K0=
1
n

n
i=1
Ri
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1
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
n
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
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Direct interpretation of the kernels Kn in physiologi-
cal terms is often difficult, particularly when they are
derived with Gaussian white noise stimulation. Only a
few engineering models, such as the Wiener, Hammer-
stein and Sandwich models (see e.g. Marmarelis &
Marmarelis, 1978) are well understood from an analyti-
cal point of view. However, they are often too simplis-
tic to be directly applied to complex biological systems,
such as the retinal and cortical evoked responses or
receptive fields of cortical neurons. Attempts to fit
electrophysiological data into the Procrustes bed of
these models have rarely provided much insight. While
it is true that combining such models in parallel and in
cascades can approximate every converging kernel se-
ries, this approach has rarely enhanced our understand-
ing of the underlying physiological mechanisms beyond
that derived from the kernel series itself. Various refine-
ments of the technique, as well as other approaches to
the analysis and identification of nonlinear systems,
have been discussed in numerous articles and reviews
(see e.g. Pinter & Nabet, 1992).
2.1. Restriction to binary sparse stimulation
The understanding of kernels and their interpretation
is greatly facilitated when the test input is restricted to
sparse binary stimulation. In this context, sparse means
that the stimulus consists of pseudo-random presenta-
tion of a specific stimulus at periodic intervals which
are large compared to the sampling interval of the
signal (see inset at the top of Fig. 1). The intervals at
which stimuli are pseudo-randomly presented will be
called base period (bp). To avoid aliasing problems, an
integral number of samples are collected within each
base period.
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The series Ii used for cross-correlation consists of + ls
in the first sampling interval of all base periods if they
contain a stimulus and −1s otherwise. All other loca-
tions contain 0s (see Fig. 1). In the illustration, it is
assumed that eight data points are collected in each base
period. In most of the data shown in this paper, the
number of samples per base period is larger, usually a
minimum of 16. The traces shown in the figure are
derived from a record sampled at 32 samples per base
period.
When the expression for cross-correlation is rewritten
in the form
Kj1=
1
n

n
i=1
Ri  Ii− j=
1
n

n
i=1
Rj+ i  Ii (2)
we see that for each j, the entire response signal R is
added with the corresponding lag i and weight Ii. Lags
spaced by multiples of the base period receive a weight
of +1 or −1; all other lags have a weight of 0 and do
not contribute. Thus, the cross-correlation for the deriva-
tion of the first order kernel is equivalent to averaging
separately all the response epochs following a stimulus
and all those following a base period without stimulus
and subtracting the second average from the first. This
process is illustrated in Fig. 1. At the top of the figure,
we see a schematic representation of a multifocal stimu-
lus whereby a segment of the stimulation sequence is
shown for one stimulus patch. Below, we see the response
contribution of this patch. This response trace is derived
from the kernels of a multifocal ERG recorded with a
base period of 27 ms. It shows how one focal contribution
would look if the contributions from all the other
stimulus patches were removed and if this small signal
were visible in the noise. In the topmost section below
we see a schematic representation of the derivation of the
first order kernel together with the kernel trace.
Fig. 1. The top panel is a schematic representation of the flash stimulation of one of the hexagons in the stimulus array. In this illustration the
base interval of stimulation was 26.6 ms. The trace below represents the corresponding response train derived from kernel slices up to fourth order.
The derivation of the three dominant kernel slices of first and second order is schematically shown in the lower section. While the contribution
to the response from a single hexagon would be fare below the noise level to be detected in the raw signal, the response trace shown is a realistic
rendition of how it would look. The inset at the top shows the sampling intervals and below a segment of the time series used for cross-correlation.
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Fig. 2. This schematic illustration shows the derivation of the first
slice of the third order kernel 3.1 for a record obtained with slow
stimulation. Each base period accommodates the entire response
waveform. It is assumed that the preceding stimulus history affects
the response only in its amplitude. The eight rows represent all
possible sequences of stimulus presentations in three consecutive base
periods. Each one occurs the same number of times during a stimula-
tion cycle.
quirement determines the minimal length of the test
stimulus. Consider, for instance, the case where the
memory of the responding system extends over 4 base
periods, i.e., where the nonlinear response depends on
stimuli in the four preceding base periods. In this case
we can guarantee that the kernel series is independent
of the particular choice of the stimulus sequence as long
as all possible combinations of stimulus presentations
in the four preceding base periods occur the same
number of times. The minimum length of the test
sequence would thus be 24=16 provided that only one
input (patch) is stimulated. If we are dealing with a
multifocal test where the interactions between different
stimulus patches are negligible, this number must be
multiplied by the number of inputs. In Section 2.3 we
will see how binary m-sequences can be used to con-
struct short and efficient test strategies.
When lateral interactions between responses from
different stimulus patches are large, the number of
non-zero kernel slice increases dramatically, and with it
the required record length. Such multi-input tests be-
come only feasible if the number of stimulated inputs is
realatively small. This case is not considered in this
paper.
The binary kernels extracted with this method con-
tain a great deal of information concerning the re-
sponse characteristics of the biological system. The
information they convey is equivalent to that contained
in the response sequence itself, that is, to all the possi-
ble sequences of stimulus presentation that occurred
during the stimulation. However, to most electrophysi-
ologists, the binary kernel series has less intuitive ap-
peal than the actual response sequences and its
interpretation in terms of physiological mechanisms is
more elusive. One might want to know, for example,
how the responses look when presented at periodic
intervals of 1, 2 or more base periods. Or one might
want to see how consecutive responses evolve when a
sequence of periodic flashes is presented after a period
of darkness, how the first few flashes differ from each
other and how long it takes for the responses to stabi-
lize, etc. While this information is contained in the
kernel series, it is not easily gleaned from it simply by
inspection. One might, thus, question the wisdom of
The computation of higher order kernels is per-
formed in a similar fashion. Consider the subset of
kernel elements of a higher order kernel, for which the
relative shift between the factors I is fixed. We will call
such a subset a kernel slice:
K (r,s,...,t)m =
1
n

n
i=1
Ri+ j  Ii  Ii−r  ···  Ii− t (3)
For each index i, the response epoch is added or
subtracted depending on the signs of the elements Ii,
Ii−r, …, Ii− t of the input time series Ij. This procedure
is shown in the bottom part of Fig. 1 for two second-
order kernel slices. Note, that each line in the deriva-
tion is the average of the same number of occurrences,
since it is assumed that each combination of +1’s and
− l’s in the factors Ii, Ii−r, …, Ii− occur the same
number of times. In Fig. 2, this process of adding and
subtracting response averages is shown for a third order
kernel slice.
The general rules for the derivation of binary kernel
slices of any order are thus as follows: for a slice of
order k, specific sequences of k consecutive base inter-
vals are considered. When the number of stimuli in
these base periods is even, the following response epoch
is added and when it is odd, the epoch is subtracted.
The selected pattern of base intervals is shifted along
the entire stimulation cycle, as schematically indicated
in Fig. 3.
If the kernel series is to reflect the properties of the
responding biological system, it must not depend on the
particular structure of the stimulus sequence. This re-
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the derivation of a kernel slice. At the
top is a row of base periods separated with vertical bars. Only base
periods with an S contain a stimulus. The pattern of arrows is moved
along the entire stimulation cycle. When the number of base period
stimuli coinciding with the arrows is odd, the following response
epoch is added, otherwise it is subtracted.
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computing the binary kernel series while it might be
easier and more revealing to study the response train to
the test sequence directly. There are two major prob-
lems with such a direct approach: (1) The signal-to-
noise ratio in a single occurrence of a response sequence
is generally much too small to provide the desired
information and averaging over multiple occurrences is
necessary. However, one does not a priori know how
long the memory of the system is, i.e. how far back in
time stimulus sequences have to agree before the re-
sponses are sufficiently similar to be safely averaged
together. The kernel series is needed to provide this
information. (2) In the case of multifocal stimulation,
focal response sequences are not directly accessible
while the focal kernel series can easily be derived.
Fortunately, it is possible to transform the kernel
series into the responses to all possible sequences of
interacting flash responses that occurred during stimu-
lation. This can be achieved in one simple operation.
2.2. Relationship between binary kernels and response
sequences
If the kernel series converges, the above definition of
the binary kernels establishes a reversible linear map
between the set of all different responses that occurred
during the stimulation and the set of all non-zero kernel
slices of all orders. In the present case of binary stimu-
lation, convergence of the kernel series is closely tied to
the memory of the system and therefore not in
question.
The relationship between kernels and responses is
demonstrated below with the help of a simple model. In
this model, we assume that the memory of a nonlinear
system extends only over three base periods, however,
the generalization to systems with longer memory is
straightforward. According to our model, a response
has some measurable effect on responses to stimuli in
the two following base periods or, in other words, the
response contribution of a stimulus is determined by
the events in three consecutive base periods. The row
labels in the left hand column in Fig. 4 represent all
eight possible occurrences of this type. An (S) symbol-
izes a stimulus; a (0) the absence of a stimulus in the
corresponding base period. We assume that an ideal
stimulation sequence was used, designed to generate
each one of these configurations precisely the same
number of times. The columns of the matrix contain
the signs of the eight possible ensemble averages used in
the derivation of the kernel slices. The pattern of 1s,
shown in the column label at the top, indicates the base
periods used for the determination of the sign. The
number of 1s is the order of the kernel. The signs in the
matrix are determined by comparing the pattern of
stimuli S in the row label with the pattern of 1s in the
column label. If the number of matches is even the sign
is + , if it is odd the sign is − . The signs indicate
whether the response epoch following the stimulus pat-
tern has to be added or subtracted in the computation
of the kernel slices. The derivation of the third order
slice in the last column is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note,
that the same pattern of 1s occurs with all possible
positions within the three base periods, e.g. the pattern
for the first order kernel (a single 1) is seen in columns
1, 2 and 4. Each column below, thus contains the signs
for the computation of the corresponding kernel slice.
The 1s in parenthesis in row 2 indicates the base period
used for the determination of the signs for this kernel
slice. The matrix is symmetrical and the reader may
recognize it as that of the well-known Walsh transform.
It is invertible and permits fast and easy transformation
back and forth between a complete set of kernel slices
indicated in the second row and actual responses to all
sequences of responses to stimuli presented at intervals
of one or more base periods (first column).
2.3. The use of binary m-sequences
Binary m-sequences were originally introduced for
nonlinear systems analysis because their statistical
properties resemble those of long sequences derived
from random processes (binary noise). The ease and
speed with which they can be generated in real time
made them attractive as test stimuli for the so-called
white noise systems analysis (Briggs, Hammond,
Hughes, & Plumb, 1964; Barker & Pradisthayon, 1970).
However, this view does not do justice to the role they
play, particularly in the analysis of multi-input nonlin-
ear systems. In order to understand the advantages for
use in nonlinear systems analysis that they offer, we
Fig. 4. The relationship between kernels and responses is demon-
strated with the help of a simple model system whose memory
extends only over three base periods. Column 1 in the figure contains
all eight possible occurrences of this type. An (S) symbolizes a
stimulus; a (0) the absence of a stimulus in the corresponding base
period. The columns contain the signs of the eight possible ensemble
averages used in the derivation of the kernel slices. The pattern of ls,
shown in the top row of each column, indicates the base periods used
for the determination of the sign. The number of 1s indicates the
order of the kernel slice.
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Fig. 5. (a) The circle symbolizes the cross-correlation cycle between
the m-sequence and the response of a single input system. It is
assumed that only three kerning slices are different from zero. Their
location on the cross-correlation cycle is determined by the m-se-
quence. (b) The four cycles at the top represent the response contribu-
tions from the individual inputs of a system whose four inputs were
stimulated with a binary m-sequence. The contributions are shifted
relative to one another by 1/4 of a cycle, i.e. by the relative lag in the
m-sequence stimulation between the four inputs. The cycle at the
bottom is the superposition of the four contribution. It represents the
cross-correlation cycle derived from the response. To avoid overlap
between the kernel slices of the different inputs, the m-sequence must
be selected carefully.
It follows that kernel slices of any order are obtained
as part of the cross-correlation cycle between the re-
sponse and sequence Si :
(5)
The lag q of the product sequence Si−q relative to the
original sequence S is the position on the cross-correla-
tion cycle where the kernel slice is found. It is deter-
mined by the choice of the m-sequence. Fig. 5(a)
schematically illustrates how three dominant kernel
slices may be distributed on the cross-correlation cycle
for a specific m-sequence.
In the multi-input case, care must be taken that all
kernel slices from different inputs that are above noise
level do not overlap with each other. This problem is
addressed in Fig. 5(b).
The figure schematically illustrates the problem using
the simple example of four inputs stimulated at lags of
one quarter of the m-sequence cycle. The contributions
from the different inputs are symbolized by the four
cycles in the top portion of the figure, while the cycle at
the bottom shows their superposition on the cross-
correlation function. Again, we assume that each
input generates only three kernel slices. It is clear from
the figure that care must be taken so that the contribut-
ing kernel slices from the different inputs do not over-
lap with each other. This can be accomplished by
careful selection of the m-sequence, since it alone deter-
mines the relative position of different kernel slices on
the four cycles seen at the top of Fig. 5(b). The best
choice, thus, depends on the number of inputs, the
relative lag between the stimulation of the different
inputs and the predicted non-zero kernel slices. Based
on this information, the VERIS™ system used in this
study automatically selects the best sequence of a given
length.
Fig. 6 shows an interval of the cross-correlation cycle
from a 7 min 17 s multifocal ERG record, derived from
a human eye. The stimulus array consisted of 103
hexagonal patches. The lag between the stimulation of
adjacent patches was 1/128 of the cycle or 3.4 s. The
segment shown here covers slightly more than the sec-
tion between two consecutive first order kernels (1/128
cycle). Between the two, we recognize nine kernel slices
(highlighted in bold) belonging to different stimulus
patches. The kernel slices are labeled using the conven-
tion of Fig. 4. In order to obtain sufficient signal-to-
noise ratio to bring the higher order slices above noise
level, a considerable number of such segments were
averaged together to generate the figure.
need to look beyond statistical properties at their intri-
cate structure.
Binary m-sequences are cycles of length 2n−1, where
n is an integer. When considered as sequences of +1 s
and −1 s, they have the property that any element-
wise product of the sequence with a cyclically shifted
replica of itself is the same m-sequence lagged by a
specific number of steps:
mi  mi+r=mi+q (4)
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Fig. 6. An interval of the cross-correlation cycle from a 7 min 17 s multifocal ERG record derived from a human eye. The stimulus array consisted
of 103 hexagonal patches. The base period of stimulation was 13.3 ms. The lag between the stimulation of adjacent patches was 1/128 of the cycle
or 3.4 s. The segment shown here covers slightly more than the section between two consecutive first order kernels (1/128 cycle). Between the two
we recognize nine kernel slices (highlighted in bold) belonging to different stimulus patches. In order to obtain sufficient signal-to-noise ratio to
bring the higher order slices above noise level, a considerable number of such segments were averaged together to generate the figure.
2.4. Relationships between kernel slices of different
order
In cases where experiments are performed with very
slow stimulation, so that the overlap between consecutive
response waveforms is small or absent, secondary wave-
forms are commonly found on the trace of the first order
kernel. These structures look like response repetitions and
usually appear delayed relative to the initial response by
approximately an integral number of stimulus base
periods. One example of such a first order kernel is shown
in the top trace of the right hand column of Fig. 1 and
another at the top in Fig. 7. In this example of Fig. 7,
recorded with a base period of 40 ms, we notice two such
response repetitions at implicit times of about 73 and 113
ms, i.e. 40 and 80 ms after the initial response. These
features have sometimes been considered artifacts. How-
ever, below we will see that they are legitimate parts of
the first order kernel and that they are related to the higher
order kernels in a very simple way. They, thus, contain
information on the nonlinear dynamics of the response.
These apparent response repetitions represent effects
of the response on subsequent responses. They are
effects induced in subsequent responses. To distinguish
them from the first feature on the kernel trace that
represents the mean direct response, we will call them
induced components. Their relationship to higher order
kernel slices is illustrated schematically in Fig. 8, where
the derivations of the first order kernel and the first
slice of the second order kernel are compared. Again, a
simple adaptive nonlinear model system is used, whose
gain is reduced by an immediately preceding stimulus.
Since we assume that a binary m-sequence is used for
stimulation, the events specified on the left in each row
occur the same number of times during stimulation.
Comparing the two derivations, we see that the sec-
ond base period of the first order kernel and the first
base period of the second order slice differ only in rows
where they contain no stimulus. These intervals, thus,
must contain the same waveform as long as the base
period is large enough to accommodate the entire
response.
Fig. 7. Traces of the first order kernel and the second order first slice recorded with slow stimulation and a base period of 40 ms. The traces are
averages over the outer rings. Both show repetitive features at intervals of 1 bp. For explanation see text.
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Fig. 8. Derivation of the first order kernel and the first slice of the second order kernel schematically shown for a record with slow stimulation.
Each base period accommodates the entire response waveform. A simple adaptive nonlinearity is assumed causing a response reduction after a
preceding response. In the second base period, the derivation of the first order kernel differs from that of the second order slice below only in rows
that contain no stimuli.
This relationship exists not only between the first and
second order kernel slices, but also between a kernel
slice of any order and the one of next lower order
obtained by dropping the last base period in the defin-
ing base period pattern (see Fig. 3). This is exemplified
in Fig. 9 for the case of a third order kernel slice and
the corresponding slice of second order. Here, we as-
sume that interactions between responses extend over
five consecutive base periods, shown in the top row.
The defining pattern of base periods for the kernel
slices are indicated by vertical arrows. During stimula-
tion with a complete m-sequence cycle, each one of the
flash sequences depicted in the eight rows occurs the
same number of times. Each such occurrence is com-
pletely balanced in regard to the flash combinations in
the intervals marked by an x. That is, each one occurs
the same number of times with each of the possible
flash combinations in the base periods marked with an
x. Again, we see that in their last columns (boxed), the
signs of two derivations differ only in those rows where
there is no stimulus present. In this base interval, the
two kernel slices thus must be identical, provided that
they are not invaded by overlapping contributions from
the previous base interval. The start of the horizontal
arrows at the bottom indicates the actual beginning of
the kernel slice. Since the preceding response history is
added and subtracted the same number of times, all
response contributions preceding this base period can-
cel. It is, therefore, customary to plot kernel slices
starting with the last base period in the defining pat-
tern. The two matching base periods are thus always
shifted relative to one another by the appropriate num-
ber of base periods (see also Sutter, 2000).
This example illustrates a general relationship be-
tween kernel slices. When the base period is smaller
than the response duration, the higher order contribu-
tions appear superimposed on the lower order slices
with the corresponding lag. When the base period
becomes very small, the kernels ultimately approximate
those obtained with Gaussian white noise stimulation
(Marmarelis & Marmarelis, 1978).
The above relationship between kernel slices does not
apply, e.g. when simulating between two colors or two
levels of gray using a CRT display. In this case, the
resulting stimulus is not truly binary. The focal stimuli
generated by the raster scan of the CRT are brief
pulses, usually of 2 ms duration separated by dark-
ness. When stimulating between two brightness levels or
two colors, all the base intervals in Fig. 10 contain
stimuli and the derivations of the two kernel slices no
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Fig. 9. Generalization of the correspondence established in Fig. 8.
The figure shows the derivation of a third order kernel slice and the
corresponding second order slice in accordance with the procedure
shown in Fig. 3. Here we assume that interactions between responses
extend over the five consecutive base periods shown in the top row.
Vertical arrows indicate the defining pattern of base periods for each
kernel slice. During stimulation with a complete m-sequence cycle,
each one of the flash sequences depicted in the eight rows occurs the
same number of times. The boxed columns in the two derivations
differ only in rows that contain no stimuli. We recognize that this
correspondence exists between any two kernel slices that differ only in
the last of defining base periods (last arrow).
In many multifocal records using slow stimulation,
the above correspondence between segments of kernel
slices is excellent. Such an example is shown in Fig. 10,
where the traces of the first order kernel and the shifted
second order first slice are compared on a ring around
the fovea. In this case, the base period was 52.3 ms. The
corresponding segments are virtually identical and both
sets exhibit a feature that increases in implicit time with
distance from the optic disc marked by a dashed line. It
is attributed to contributions from a source at the optic
nerve head and referred to as the optic nerve head
component (Sutter & Bearse, 1999).
In the record of Fig. 11, on the other hand, the
correspondence is poor. The figure depicts kernel slices
up to fourth order with arrows connecting the trace
segments that should match in amplitude and shape.
All kernel traces are averages over the outer rings of the
multifocal trace array. This record was also derived
with maximum stimulus contrast, i.e. with a true binary
stimulus. While the base period used in this recording
was shorter (26.6 ms) and some overlaps between the
repetitions on the kernels exist, they do not explain all
of the mismatches between the segments of the kernels
indicated by the arrows. This finding seems to defy the
simple mathematics of addition and subtraction in-
volved in the kernel derivation. We should remember,
however, that we are dealing with multifocal records
and that during each step of the m-sequence stimulus,
50% of the stimulus patches received a flash. The first
longer agree in the boxed base intervals. Note that all
the data shown here were recorded with true binary
stimulation.
Fig. 10. The solid traces are the first order waveforms on the ring around the fovea shown on the right. The dashed traces are the corresponding
waveforms of the second order, first slice. A shift to the right by one base period has aligned them with the first induced component of the first
order kernel. In this example, they match extremely well in waveform and amplitude. Both components show a feature that increases in latency
with distance from the optic nerve head indicated by the dashed line.
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Fig. 11. The figure shows the kernel traces from a recording with a
base period of 26.6 ms averaged over the peripheral rings. The traces
are labeled on the right and shifted relative to each other to match up
with the corresponding induced component on the kernel slice of next
lower order. Correspondences are indicated by vertical arrows. For
details see text.
waveforms. The bottom panel of Fig. 12 shows the
derivation of the corresponding mutual kernel slice. It
is clear from the figure that the additive contribution
from this patch to the first order kernel must match the
mutual kernel slice. The number of mutual kernel slices
can become quite large, even when only interactions
between neighboring patches need to be considered.
Recordings able to resolve them would have to be quite
long. It is clearly not possible to derive mutual kernels
from a multifocal record unless the number of stimu-
lated patches is substantially reduced.
In the ERG, individual mutual kernel slices are usu-
ally small and difficult to see in the noise, even when
they can be resolved by the analysis. However, it ap-
pears that the cumulative contribution from a consider-
able number of patches can be detected in the
difference between higher order kernel slices and the
corresponding induced components in the slice of next
lower order.
In Fig. 13, the first induced component of the first
order kernel (left column) and the first slice of the
second order kernel (right column) are compared. The
traces are derived from the same record as those of Fig.
11. They are selected from the second ring around the
fovea starting from the vicinity of the optic disc, as
shown at the top of Fig. 13. While the induced compo-
nent in the first order kernel exhibits a strong optic
nerve head component, a similar feature is scarcely
recognizable in the second order slice on the right. This
suggests that under the conditions of this recording, the
contribution from ganglion cell responses is mainly due
to lateral interactions in the retina.
2.5. The nature of higher order effects in the ERG
The second order effects in examples such as shown
in Fig. 7, are much larger than those expected from a
simple adaptive mechanism. Note that the first induced
component represents a change in the response in the
following base period due to the preceding response. It
is derived as shown in the top panel of Fig. 9. While the
induced component represents the difference between
two responses (lines 1 and 3), the direct response shown
in the first base period effectively represents the sum of
two responses (lines 1 and 2). In order to appreciate the
size of this response difference relative to the direct
response, we must thus double the amplitude of the
induced component. In this example, the induced
change in the amplitude is thus larger than the average
response itself. This apparent paradox is clearly incom-
patible with a simple adaptive model, where the preced-
ing response causes an amplitude reduction.
In order to better understand the origin of the large
induced components, it would be helpful to have access
to actual responses, i.e. the responses generated in the
presence and absence of preceding flashes. While the
order kernel represents all parts of the response that
directly correlate with the stimulus, including effects the
stimuli might have on responses in surrounding areas.
As can be gleaned from the lower panel of Fig. 8, these
effects cancel in the derivation of the first slice of the
second order kernel. Here the rows with a flash as well
as those without a flash in the second base period occur
the same number of times with + and − sign. Thus,
responses from other stimuli in the array, whose occur-
rence in all four rows is the same, do not contribute to
this component. These considerations suggest that the
unexpected mismatches between corresponding seg-
ments of kernel slices reflect the cumulative effect of the
focal response on subsequent responses in surrounding
areas.
The top panel in Fig. 12 illustrates how the contribu-
tion to the first order responses at a neighboring stimu-
lus patch can arise. In this model response, it is
assumed that a focal stimulus effects a simple response
reduction in the next base period, at the same location
as well as in neighboring patches. This does not repre-
sent a realistic model for the nonlinear dynamics of
visual responses, but is used for illustration purposes
only. In general, we can expect separate amplitude and
latency changes in contributions from different signal
sources that may result in more complex changes in
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extraction of the focal response contributions provides
us with the kernel series for each location, responses
and sequences of responses are not directly accessible
(see Section 2.1). However, we may use our ability to
synthesize response sequences from the kernels by
means of the Walsh Transform, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Fig. 14 shows the result of such a synthesis for the data
set of Fig. 11. In this instance, interactions between
stimuli in four consecutive base periods up to fourth
order contained sufficient signal to be included in the
synthesis. The kernel slices were averages of all traces in
the four peripheral rings. In the upper portion of the
figure, we see the response trains to a sequence of five
(bold trace) and four (thin trace) consecutive flashes
after a period of 200 ms of darkness. The second
response train is shifted right by one base period. Thus,
the difference between the two trains shown below
represents the response of the first flash (bold) followed
by the effect it has on the following flashes.
Surprisingly, the amplitudes of consecutive flash re-
sponses do not simply decrease, as one might expect
from a simple model of adaptation. While the second
response appears to be attenuated relative to the first,
the third response has by far the largest peak ampli-
tude. The overall effect on the response waveform is
mostly a change in peak implicit time. From these
Fig. 12. The top panel shows derivation of the first order kernel for stimulus patch 1 and the bottom panel the derivation of a slice of the mutual
kernel between patch 1 and a neighboring patch 2. The mutual kernel represents the interaction between a flash response at patch 1 and a response
at patch 2 in the following base period. It is assumed that a focal response at patch 1 also has an amplitude reducing effect on subsequent
responses at neighboring stimulus patches. The response contributions from patch 1 are represented by the dashed traces and those from patch
2 by the solid traces. We see that in the second base period, the contribution to the first order kernel from patch 2 is identical to the mutual kernel
slice below. In this base period, the first order kernel of patch 1 receives contributions from all neighboring patches affected by its stimulation.
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Fig. 13. The traces in the two columns are traces and averages of trace pairs with increasing distance from the nerve head as specified in the inset
on top right. The two columns show the segments of the first order kernel indicated in the ring averages shown at the upper left. In the absence
of lateral interactions, these segments of the traces should be similar except for a small overlapping intrusion in the first order traces from the
preceding direct response. The difference between the two is thought to be due to lateral interactions in the retina. It contains a substantial
contribution from the optic nerve head component.
synthesized traces, we conclude that the large difference
in the response waveforms caused by the first flash are
due mostly to latency shifts in the response waveforms
rather than changes in amplitude. It is this shift in the
response peak rather than a change in gain that is
responsible for the large amplitudes in the difference-
waveform, as well as the large second order kernel slices
and the corresponding induced components. Closer in-
spection of the response trains suggests that the shift in
peak implicit time may be due to independent adaptive
behavior of contributing signal components. The sec-
ond of the two major peaks that make up the b-wave of
the initial response seems to disappear in the second
response of the series.
Noteworthy is not only the size of consecutive com-
ponents in the difference trace at the bottom of the
figure, but also their alternating polarity. It shows that
the second response in the train is advanced relative to
the first, while the third is retarded relative to the
second, etc. This behavior is reproducible in the same
subject under identical recording conditions, but de-
pends on the subject and also varies substantially with
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retinal eccentricity, intensity of the stimulus flashes as
well as flash timing. At higher flash intensities, the
amplitude reversals in the difference trace occur later or
not at all (data not shown here).
In Fig. 15, the effect of the first flash in the sequence
of consecutive flash responses is compared in the pres-
ence and absence of the second flash in the series. The
top panel in the figure shows the difference trace of Fig.
14 synthesized from the kernels of an identical record
from the same subject. The lower panel shows the
difference waveform when the second flash in the series
is omitted. The bold section of the trace thus shows the
effect of the first flash on the following response train
when the second flash in the series is missing.
We see that in the upper panel, the effect of the first
response extends to the flash responses 3, 4 and 5, while
in the lower panel it has virtually no effect on these
responses. In other words, the effect of the first flash
only extends to flashes 3, 4 and 5 if the second flash is
present. Without the intervening second flash, the first
flash has almost no effect on following flash responses.
We are thus dealing with a very strong third order
effect, which requires the cooperation of two flashes 40
ms apart. It is reflected in the kernel series by the large
third order kernel slices and third order induced com-
ponents (compare Fig. 11). While the presence of such
a cooperative effect in this data set could have been
predicted from these large third order kernel slices, the
Fig. 15. The trace at the top is a difference trace derived the same
way as that at the bottom of Fig. 14 in an identical recording from
the same subject. The bottom trace represents the synthesized differ-
ence trace to the flash trains shown below. The bold portion thus
represents the effect the first focal flash has on subsequent flash
responses in the absence of the intervening second flash. We see that
without this intervening flash the first flash has virtually no effect on
subsequent flash responses.
Fig. 14. The two traces on top are the response waveforms to a train
of five and four flashes presented at 40 ms intervals after a dark
period of 200 ms. These response trains were synthesized from
kernel slices up to fourth order. The trace below is the difference
between them. The bold portion of this trace represents the effect the
first flash has on the following series of responses. The large size of
first excursions is due to shifts in the implicit times of the major
response features. The detailed structure of the waveforms suggests
that these apparent latency shifts may be due to alternating attenua-
tion and enhancement of a response component that corresponds to
the second b-wave peak of the first response (marked with arrow).
synthesis of response sequences gave us easy and intu-
itive insight into the nature of the third order effect.
Note, however, that in this case the kernel series pro-
vides us with additional information not easily gleaned
from the synthesized responses. The differences in the
third order kernel slices and the corresponding induced
components of the second order slices suggests that
lateral mechanisms are involved in these complex dy-
namic response properties.
3. Summary and discussion
The above investigation of nonlinear response prop-
erties of the multifocal ERG serves a dual purpose.
First, it illustrates how physiologically meaningful in-
formation can be extracted from the series of binary
kernels obtained by means of the multifocal m-sequence
method. Second, it demonstrates some interesting and
hitherto unknown nonlinear properties of the ERG.
Identification and characterization of the sources of
the human ERG has been an area of intense investiga-
tion ever since the discovery of this bioelectrical re-
sponse toward the end of the 19th century. A major
break-through came with the isolation of the P-compo-
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nents by Granit (reviewed in Granit, 1947). Recently,
the signal components of the ERG originating in the
distal retina have come to be better understood. Ad-
vances in research into the biochemical machinery un-
derlying phototransduction together with the
development of sophisticated models of phototransduc-
tion (Forti, Menini, Rispoli, & Torre, 1989; Lamb &
Pugh, 1992; Hamer & Tyler, 1995; Hamer, 2000) have
led to a better understanding of the photoreceptor
contribution to the ERG (Hood & Birch, 1993, 1994;
Breton, Schueller, Lamb, & Pugh, 1994; Cideciyan &
Jacobson, 1996). ERG contributions from rod photore-
ceptors have been extracted and studied with a novel
double flash ERG technique (e.g. Pepperberg, Birch, &
Hood, 1997). In addition, these modern analyses of the
ERG have been applied to the study of light adaptation
mechanisms at the level of the photoreceptors (e.g.
Hood & Birch, 1993).
However, the inner retinal contributions to the ERG
are less well understood. While the circuitry of the
proximal retinal has been unraveled using anatomical
and micro-techniques (Sterling, 1983, 1999), still rela-
tively little is known regarding the fast and complex
dynamics interplay of signals in the neural circuitry of
the inner retina and its contributions to the ERG.
Hood, Greenstein, Frishman, Holopigian,
Viswanathan, Seiple, Ahmed, and Robson (1999) inves-
tigated these contributions in the monkey comparing
first order multifocal kernels before and after intravit-
rial injections of NMDLA and TTX. While this study
has demonstrated waveform changes that can be at-
tributed to inner retinal sources, the exact and distin-
guishing characteristics of these signal contributions are
still largely unknown. The examples shown here
demonstrate that creative application of the multifocal
m-sequence technique can provide insight into the non-
linear dynamics of these mechanisms on a millisecond
time scale. The information gained promises to be
useful for the isolation and characterization of inner
retinal signal sources.
Correlating the topographic distribution of response
properties with known anatomical, histological and
physiological distributions can be helpful with the iden-
tification of signal sources. An example of a successful
application of this method is the discovery and extrac-
tion of the optic nerve head component (Sutter &
Bearse, 1999).
The topographic analysis of the signals has revealed
large variations in the nonlinear response dynamics
across the central retina. Their significance and rela-
tionship to retinal pathologies are yet only poorly
understood.
The few ERG examples shown here demonstrate how
lateral interactions in the retina can be distinguished
from local nonlinearities. Other recordings have shown
that the magnitude of these lateral effects is strongly
dependent on the temporal stimulation parameters. A
systematic investigation of these effects is still waiting.
In the examples here, the contributions from lateral
mechanisms were identified by comparison of trace
segments on multifocal kernel slices. More direct ap-
proaches comparing focal responses in the presence and
absence of neighboring stimuli appear to be less reli-
able, since under these conditions they are more likely
to be confused with effects due to stray light.
Parallel processing in the central nervous system
involves convergence and divergence of signals from
arrays of retinal inputs. Convergence is needed for
spatial integration, while divergent gating is required to
explain the cortical specialization in visual processing.
When applied to cortical responses, the tools described
here promise to shed some light on these highly nonlin-
ear mechanisms. We know from lesion studies and
more recently from functional imaging techniques, that
certain aspects of the visual information are channeled
to specific cortical locations. We also have substantial
and detailed knowledge concerning the properties of
single neurons in various cortical areas of animals.
However, we still know relatively little about the pro-
cesses that extract specific types of spatio-temporal
information, separate them and gate them to their
target. Combining multifocal VECP and MEG record-
ing with accurate localization of sources aided MRI
and FMRI images may provide a better understanding
of these processes in the future. The analysis performed
here on the multifocal ERG is by no means meant to
serve as a blueprint for the investigation of signals from
other sources, such as the VECP or the MEG. It
demonstrates with a few examples that creative use of
the multifocal m-sequence analysis tools can provide
insight into the complex nonlinear dynamics of signal
sources and their interplay.
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